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                    Innovative Software for
Telecom and Cybersecurity
                

            

        


        
            
                            

            
                                
                    Our cloud-native software connects, optimizes, and secures services for mobile and fixed subscribers, enterprises, and the Internet of Things. More than 100 communication service providers and 4.5 billion people rely on Enea technologies daily.
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                Survey: Bridging the Gap Between Enterprise Needs and CSP Capabilities

                
This report explores how mobile operators and their enterprise customers respond to mobile network threats. To find out how CSPs can better secure their enterprise customers and transform the need for security into a revenue opportunity, download the full survey report.
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		All You Need To Know About OpenRoaming – White Paper

        
What is OpenRoaming?

OpenRoaming aims to revolutionize how we connect to Wi-Fi networks across the globe, making Wi-Fi as secure and seamless as cellular.

Download our brand-new white to get a shortcut into the exciting OpenRoaming era.


                Download White Paper 
            



	        

	    
		White Paper: A2P SMS Under Siege

        
Over the last 24 months, the artificial inflation of traffic (AIT) has emerged as a significant threat to the monetization of A2P SMS. Enea’s new white paper reveals six different types of Artificially Inflated Traffic, and explains how to mitigate the threat.
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		2024 Trends Report

        
Enea’s 2024 Mobile Trends Report identifies five key trends impacting the telecoms ecosystem this year. The report covers topics including voice fraud, artificial intelligence, Wi-Fi offloading, security regulation and more.

Download your copy to find out what 2024 has in store for the telecom industry.
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                                                                            Network Data Layer

                                    
                                    4G/5G Network Data Layer – anchors your stateless cloud applications.
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                                                                            Data Management Applications

                                    
                                    Essential 4G/5G Cloud native functions for authentication, policy, and subscription mgmt.
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                                                                            Traffic Management

                                    
                                    Accelerate web and video, manage RAN capacity, and enforce user access and protection.
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                                                                            Signalling Security

                                    
                                    Unique combination of signaling firewalls, global signaling intelligence, and expert analysts.
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                                                                            Messaging Security

                                    
                                    Award-winning SMS firewall protecting your subscribers from phishing and spam threats.
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                                                                            Embedded DPI and Traffic Intelligence

                                    
                                    #1 Deep Packet Inspection and Traffic Intelligence software embedded in cybersecurity and networking solutions.
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                                                                            Service Provider Wi-Fi

                                    
                                    World’s #1 solution for large-scale Wi-Fi service management.
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                                                                            IoT Connectivity Control

                                    
                                    Game-changing IoT connectivity control for innovative operators.
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                                                                            Operating Systems and Middleware

                                    
                                    Embedded Linux and high-performance real-time operating systems.
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									We are an operator group that places our commitment to security at the core of our operation, adopting a zero-trust interconnection strategy. After a thorough evaluation of the best possible partners to help us deliver on this vision, we selected Enea AdaptiveMobile Security’s security platform and threat intelligence services to continue protecting our networks against today’s threats and those we’ll face tomorrow.								

								
									Krishna Phillipps
Group CTO
Digicel								
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									Enea’s technology allows us to effectively manage all our streaming data, including encrypted video, resulting in a very positive impact on subscriber QoE								
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									Delivering a private APN with an enterprise VPN is normally a tedious process for both the service provider and their enterprise customers, which can take weeks to complete. With Enea IoT CCS, we can automate the delivery of VPNs for private APNs through a customer self-service portal.								

								
									Philipp Rimli
Product Manager at Swisscom								
							
	
								
								
									We evaluated a number of different solutions as our network has experienced a rise in encrypted traffic along with the growing demand for data, primarily video. The innovative solution from Enea has proven notable. They have demonstrated their expertise and backed it up with excellent levels of service.								

								
									Alejandro Ghianni
Director of Technology Design
Telefonica Movistar Argentina								
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									The innovative solution from Enea has been impressive. They have demonstrated their expertise and backed it up with excellent levels of service								
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									Managing Wi-Fi services with 400,000+ access points (including homespot) and 70 million users across 17,000 islands puts extreme demands on the Wi-Fi service management core platform.								

								
									Irwan Indriastanto
Senior Manager Wireless Product
Telkom Indonesia								
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									Enea Aptilo SMP is an important part of our Wi-Fi service and its potential brings us to the next level of carrier Wi-Fi evolution. When selecting a partner, Aptilo was the obvious choice for proven solutions and a team that’s as committed to our success as we are.								

								
									Hanspeter Stofer ICT Architect
Swisscom								
							


					



                    
					
						
						
					


                    
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                                
                                            

					
				

			

		

	





    
        
            
				Recent Awards & Recognitions

                
					Innovation is deeply ingrained in the core of our operations. These are some of our most recent Industry awards and recognitions.
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                                    IoT CCS – Meffys Mobile IoT Award
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                                    ixEngine – Best Product InfoSec 
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                                    IoT CCS covered in Berg Insight

                                

                            

                        
                    

				            

		    




	
		
			
				
					
                        Sustainability at Enea

						At Enea, we deliver on our commitments to environmental sustainability, social engagement and corporate governance through the impact of our products, and how we conduct our operations.

 

EXPLORE OUR ESG PROGRAM
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			Working at Enea

Are you our next colleague?

We believe that great teamwork is the foundation for innovation. And, at Enea, there is plenty of room for talent to develop.

Welcome to our growing team!

CAREERS
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				#wehavemoved

			

			
				
                
				    Enea AdaptiveMobile

Security has moved in!

We want to provide a complete overview of our offering. The website for Enea AdaptiveMobile Security has therefore moved to Enea’s main website. You can now explore our whole telecom and cybersecurity portfolio under Our Solutions and Your Business, and learn about trends and technology in our blogposts, podcasts, and webinars that are published under Insights.

 

TOP OF HOMEPAGE
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